A simulation method for full helicopter configuration is constructed by combining an unsteady Euler code and an aero-acoustic code based on the Ffowcs-Williams and Hawkings formulation. The flow field and helicopter noise are calculated using a moving overlapped grid system, and the mutual effect of main rotor and tail rotor are studied for the helicopter in hover or forward flight. In the hovering flight calculation, the tip vortex of the tail rotor is dragged by the induced flow of the main rotor, and the detailed phenomena of the flow pattern are captured well. In the forward-flight calculation, noises from the main rotor and tail rotor are predicted to show tail rotor noise for both self noise and the interaction noise with the main-rotor wake. Comparison of noise magnitude shows the relative importance of tail rotor noise according to flight conditions.
Introduction
There are several noise sources in helicopters as shown in Fig. 1 . Among these, noises from the main rotor and tail rotor can be relatively annoying to an observer on the ground, and are of interest in aerodynamics and aeroacoustics. Due to the size difference, isolated tail-rotor noise is known to be less important than the much louder main-rotor noise. Also, when main-rotor noise such as HSI (High Speed Impulsive) noise and BVI (Blade Vortex Interaction) noise occurs, these become dominant over other noises. However, in other flight condition, when these strong noises get fainter, noise from the tail rotor can be comparatively strong, causing annoyance and early detection. 1) Tail-rotor noise consists of thickness, loading, and interaction noises. The interaction noises come from (1) the interactions with the tip vortex generated by the tail rotor itself (self-interaction), (2) interactions with the tip vortex generated by the main rotor, and (3) interactions with wakes of the main rotor, hub, and fuselage. Although sufficient research to understand and reduce tail-rotor noise has not been conducted due to complicated operating conditions and aerodynamic environment, some research offers good guidance for tail-rotor analysis. Chou 2) showed that the interaction with the main-rotor turbulent wake is an important source of tail-rotor broadband noise. Martin 3) presented acoustic data from a model-scale main-rotor and tail-rotor experiment at different directivity locations. Balch 4, 5) conducted experimental studies on the interaction in hover to explain the overall effects of the tail rotor. Leverton et al. 6) showed tip vortex trajectories for the main rotor during hover and in forward flight in Fig. 2 . The effect of tip vortex on the tail rotor by many interactions depends on the helicopter flight condition and the location/operating condition of the tail rotor. In the CFD research field, the need for huge computing resources has blocked simultaneous simulation of the main rotor and tail rotor. Most studies are related to the isolated tail rotor, and focus on loading or thickness noise, 7) or the interaction characteristics of the tail rotor are simplified for limited cases, such as using an isolated vortex. 8, 9) As the need to build quieter helicopters increases, it is more necessary to understand the physics of tail-rotor noise, including interaction characteristics.
We have conducted research to construct a CFD method for full helicopter simulation, including main parts, such as main rotor, tail rotor, and fuselage, based on our previous research. 10, 11) This paper focuses on the interaction between the main rotor and tail rotor, and the main goal is to clarify the mutual effects between the main rotor and tail rotor for hovering and forward flight. The results show the noise from the main rotor and tail rotor, and the relative importance of tail-rotor noise is discussed for both selfinteraction noise and interaction noise with the main-rotor tip vortex.
Numerical Methods

Overlapped grid system
A moving overlapped grid system with three different types of grid (rotor grid, inner and outer background grids) is used to simulate a complicated helicopter flow. Figure 3 shows a perspective view for the whole computational domain of the grid system. The inner background grid is placed Ó 2008 The Japan Society for Aeronautical and Space Sciences around the rotor disk, and the outer background grid covers the whole computation region with a sparse grid density. The flow data are exchanged between the inner and outer background grids, and between the rotor grid and innerbackground grid. The body-fitted blade grid in O-H topology moves along with the blade motion, including rotation, flapping, feathering, and lagging motions.
The geometric dimension of two background grids is shown in Fig. 4 . The airfoil model of the main-rotor blade comes from AH1-OLS blade 12) (modified BHT 540), which has been used for aerodynamic and noise testing by NASA. The characteristics of an OLS rotor with a 1.916 m diameter (6.6 ft) are shown in Fig. 5 . The aspect ratio of the main rotor is 9.21. Figure 6 illustrates the relative position of the tail rotor and the geometric specifications of each rotor. The tail rotor is a pusher type, producing thrust to the other side of the tail-rotor location. The airfoil model of the tail-rotor blade is NACA0012, and the angle of attack is 5 without twist angle. The radius of the tail rotor is 1/6 of the main rotor, and the aspect ratio of the tail rotor is 7.0. Table 1 shows the specification of each grid. Most of the grid is concentrated in the inner-background grid, which captures the trace of the tip vortex during several rotations. The number of grid points in the span-wise direction is increased considerably to match the grid density of the blade grid with that of the inner background grid. The grid spacing of the inner background grid corresponds to 0:1c, where c is the chord length of the main rotor.
A 3D numerical flow solver 13) for the compressible Euler equation is used to analyze the detailed behavior of the tip vortex. The different numerical schemes are used according to the different types of grid system. For the blade calculation, inviscid flux vectors are separated using Roe's flux difference splitting (FDS) algorithm, 14) where flux difference across a cell interface is divided into components associated with each characteristic wave with third-order accuracy using a TVD scheme. The TVD scheme is known to be good at capturing shock waves without adding artificial dissipation. Since Roe's approximate Riemann solver does not have consistency with the entropy condition and thus permits physically inadmissible expansion shock, an entropy correction is applied to resolve this inconvenience. For the time integration, a first-order Euler backward scheme is used in the conventional delta form. A diagonalized ADI method with an upwind flux-split technique is used in the linearized implicit part for the discretized governing equations. A detailed derivation of the governing equation and numerical schemes is described by Aoyama et al. 15) To obtain the second-order accuracy of the unsteady solution in forward flight, the Newton iterative method with four iterations is used at each time step. The typical dividing number along the azimuthal direction is about 4800 per revolution, which corresponds azimuth angles about 0.075 . The unsteady calculation is started impulsively from the azimuth angle of 0 . From previous research, the starting vortex can be negligible in forward flight calculation.
For calculations over Cartesian background grids (innerand outer-background grids), the flux difference across the cell interface is divided using a compact TVD scheme 16) to get third-order accuracy in space. Then, MUSCL cell interface value is modified to achieve fourth-order accuracy. The Simple High-resolution Upwind Scheme (SHUS) 17 ) is used to obtain numerical flux. SHUS is an Advection Upstream Splitting Method (AUSM)-type approximate Riemann solver and has small numerical diffusion. The four stage Runge-Kutta method is used for time integration. The free-stream condition is applied for the outer boundary of the outer-background grid.
Calculations are performed using the Central Numerical Simulation System (CeNSS), the third-generation numerical simulator of JAXA. It takes about 100 hours to obtain a fully converged solution of a rotor Euler calculation with about 15 million grid points using 36 CPUs.
Noise calculation using Ffowcs-Williams and
Hawkings formulation The prediction method for the far-field acoustic pressure is based on a combination of the CFD technique with an acoustic solver. Although direct computation can be used to get the noise solution directly from the flow calculation with CFD-based methods, this is only available in the near field despite huge computing costs. At present, the best way is coupling CFD results with the acoustic solver for far-field noise prediction.
The Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings (FW-H) equation, which is re-arranged from the acoustic analogy, is widely used and still under construction for better applications. The retarded time solution to the FW-H equation, neglecting quadruple noise, can be written in the form of Formulation 1 by Farassat. 18) To satisfy hypothesis of the FW-H equation, 19) it is known that the noise source must lay in the low speed flow, and the observer should be located outside the source region (i.e. outside the boundary layer, separation flow or wake) in order to avoid a nonlinear effect. In most calculations to compare the results with wind-tunnel experiments, the observer moves in the same direction and at the same speed as the noise source.
Rotor noise is predicted by the following procedures: 1) calculation of sound pressure of noise source, 2) acoustic prediction computation at observer position, and 3) postprocessing of noise data for sound level using visualization or audible converting. The pressure distribution on the blade surface calculated by the CFD code is stored every 0.5 degrees in the azimuth-wise direction as the noise calculation input data.
Results
Validation
Validation of the present code is performed for the main-rotor BVI condition to check the ability to capture BVI phenomena. The tail-rotor interaction consists of two interactions: self-interaction, and interaction with the main-rotor wake. Self-interaction of the tail rotor is identical to self-interaction of the main rotor except for the size and direction of the rotation axis. The interaction between the tail rotor and main-rotor wake is also similar to the mainrotor BVI or tail-rotor self-interaction except that the relative speed and size between main-rotor wake and tailrotor wake are different. Consequently, the main-rotor BVI problem is adequate for validation of the present code for the tail-rotor calculation.
For the main-rotor BVI problem, numerical computations are performed for the realistic rotor system, which was tested in the anechoic Deutsch-Niederlaendischer Windkanal (DNW). Acoustic data have documented the BVI impulsive noise radiated from a 1/7-scale model main rotor of the AH-1 series helicopter. The dynamic blade motions such as flapping, feathering, and lagging are defined by the input data, which include first harmonic functions obtained by CAMRADII (Comprehensive Analytical Code for Rotor- Figure 7 shows the microphone positions in the experiment, where high BVI noise can be measured. Sound pressure is calculated at these positions using blade surface pressure by the aero-acoustic code based on the FW-H formulation.
Figures 8(a) and (b) show the measured and calculated time histories of sound pressure at the microphone positions shown in Fig. 6 . CFD results by Strawn et al. 22) are shown by the gray lines. They are applied to the trim condition indicated as ''Strawn'' in Table 3 to obtain the acoustic signals without iteratively adjusting the trim condition to the experimental thrust value with zero rolling moments across the rotor disk. While the positive spikes observed in the experimental data (dotted lines), which are caused by interactions between blades and vortices, are not clearly captured by their method in both microphone positions, the predictions are fairly improved by the present method using the same trim condition as indicated by the thin lines. If the trim condition calculated by CAMRAD II shown in Table 3 is applied to the present method, the improvement becomes more remarkable except for over-predictions of the first negative and positive peaks at Mic.3 as indicated by the black lines. Therefore, prediction of BVI noise is strongly affected by trim data.
Although the peak values show some discrepancy in magnitude, the calculation shows good agreement in peak position. There are several reasons for the discrepancies between the experimental data and our predictions, such as lack of accuracy in calculated trim condition, numerical scheme, and interpolation used in the overlapped grid method, neglect of viscosity and blade elasticity, and lack of grid resolution. However, we confirmed that our method at least successfully captures distinct spikes in BVI noise, according to the discussion here. Higher accuracy numerical schemes and very large-scale computation lead to these satisfying results, implying that calculation can predict BVI phenomena, which are characterized by the sound pressure peak.
Hovering flight
Hovering helicopter flight is simulated to understand the mutual effect between the main rotor and tail rotor. As a reference, flow around the main rotor only (MR) without tail Table 4 shows the main-rotor and tail-rotor operating conditions in hovering flight. Figure 9 shows the pressure history of the main rotor (upper) and tail rotor (lower) at one typical point on the upper surface (90% of span, 3% of chord) during one revolution of the main rotor. As shown in Fig. 9(a) , the presence of the tail rotor for TR0 and TR5 (solid line and dashed line) causes the disturbed pressure at the end of the main-rotor revolution compared to the almost flat line of MR (thick gray line). Comparing the pressure histories for two cases with tail rotor in Fig. 9 (b), TR5 shows a larger oscillation than TR0, which is reasonable considering the flow induced by the lifting tail rotor.
The mutual effect between the main rotor and tail rotor is also shown in Fig. 10 , which shows the pressure carpets and vorticity iso-surfaces at the top view of the main-rotor disk. The pressure carpets are generated by the pressure at one line (3% of chord) on the upper surface during one revolution in hovering flight. As shown by vorticity iso-surfaces, the tip vortex from a lifting tail rotor is dragged into the tip vortex of the main rotor by the induced flow of the hovering main rotor. This tip vortex from the tail rotor disturbs the main rotor around the 300 to 330 azimuth angle, which also appears in the previous figure of the pressure history of main rotor.
The behavior of the tip vortex from tail rotor is shown more clearly in Fig. 11 , which shows the vorticity isosurfaces and side views at three sectional planes in TR5. The marked circle represents the tail rotor disk, and the tip vortex of the main rotor is located at the left side of the tail rotor. The tip vortex generated from a lifting tail rotor (section A) grows to move toward the main rotor (section B) or is dragged into the main-rotor tip vortex (section C) by downwash of the main-rotor tip vortex. The vector plot in Fig. 12 shows the flow patterns of tip vortices of the tail rotor at the sectional plane (section B in Fig. 11(b) ). The tip vortex from the tail rotor is attracted to the downwash of the main-rotor tip vortex in many ways shown as dashed lines in Fig. 12 . This tail-rotor vortex, which is attracted into main-rotor downwash, reversely affects the main-rotor vortex around the 300 to 330 azimuth angle. From the detailed CFD results, we can better understand the flow physics around the main/tail rotor at hovering.
Forward flight
Forward helicopter flight is simulated to understand the tail rotor disturbed by the tip vortex of main rotor. Owing to upwind inflow at forward helicopter flight, the tail-rotor flow information should hardly affect the main rotor. As a result, the main calculation objective is to understand the physics of the tail-rotor interaction phenomena, including the tail-rotor self-interaction and interaction between the main-rotor wake and tail rotor. Also, the noise characteristics of the main rotor and tail rotor are discussed.
Flow around the main rotor only (MR) without tail rotor is calculated as a reference in the same way as the hovering flight calculation. The angles of attack of tail rotor are also set to 0 (non-lifting case: TR0) and 5 (lifting case: TR5). Table 5 shows the operating conditions. Figure 13 shows the iso-surface of vorticity in the innerbackground grid at the top view for the main rotor with/ without tail rotor. Compared to the main-rotor tip vortex in Fig. 13(a) , the vorticity iso-surfaces in Fig. 13(b) and (c) clearly show the presence of the tail rotor. By contrast, the effect of the tail rotor on the vortex structure of main rotor seems negligible, which is expected because the main stream flows from the main rotor to the tail rotor. Figure 14 shows the pressure history of the main rotor and tail rotor at one typical point on the upper surface (90% of span, 3% of chord) in forward flight. As shown in Fig. 14(a) , the main rotor experiences BVI around 60 to 80
and 280 of azimuth angle, which appears as sudden As already explained, the presence of the tail rotor on the pressure history of the main rotor in forward flight seems negligible. According to the rotation ratio, which implies that the tail rotor rotates six times as fast as the main rotor during one revolution of the main rotor, six periodic patterns in pressure variation appear in Fig. 14(b) . For TR0, six negative peaks can be recognized easily. Among them, small peaks come from the self-interaction of the tail rotor, and large peaks come from both self-interaction and interaction with the main-rotor tip vortex. Although the non-lifting tail rotor for TR0 should not produce a tip vortex related to self-interaction, the wake or tip vortex from the main rotor cause minute lift of the tail rotor, which produces a weak tip vortex to cause the self-interaction as a small peak in the pressure history. The effect of the interaction with the main-rotor tip vortex appears as the larger peaks around 540 (in the second revolution) and 1620
(in the fifth revolution), which happen to coincide with the self-interaction in the azimuth angle. For TR5, blade loading of the lifting tail rotor in forward flight produces six waves in low-frequency waves in the pressure history. The effect of the interaction with the main-rotor tip vortex appears at the same position as in TR0. Although the peak positions happen to be quite regular (periodic) in this flight condition, both cases note that the interval of these interaction peaks is dependent on many parameters, such as forward velocity, rotation speed of tail rotor, and number of blades in tail rotor. Figure 15 shows the pressure carpets for the main-rotor and tail-rotor disks, which are plotted by using the pressure at one typical line (3% of chord) on the upper surface in forward flight. Because the tail rotor experiences quite a periodic pressure oscillation as shown in the previous figure, the pressure carpets during the 1st, 3rd, 4th and 6th revolution are similar, and those during the 2nd and 5th revolution are almost identical among the six tail-rotor revolutions, which correspond to one revolution of the main rotor. From the pressure carpet during the 2nd revolution, we can easily find the interaction location with the main-rotor wake at the marked area around 165 of the tail-rotor azimuth angle, which matches the previous result.
A convenient way to understand helicopter noise directivity is by using a hemispherical surface where the center is located at the origin of the main rotor (or helicopter) as shown in Fig. 16 . A point on the hemispherical surface is specified by the radius, r, the azimuth angle, , and the elevation angle, '. The azimuth angle follows the countclockwise main-rotor rotation when viewed from above. Elevation angle is defined as a negative value downward from the tip-path plane of the main rotor. The contour values on the hemispherical surface represent the peak sound pressure radiated from the main rotor during one revolution at a distance of r=R ¼ 1000. The peak sound pressure is obtained from the maximum sound pressure in one revolution at each point of the hemisphere in Fig. 16 . To make the comparison easier, 2D planar views of hemisphere are shown in Fig. 17 . Comparing three peak noise level contours, the peak positions are the same ( ¼ 205 , ' ¼ À25
) regardless of the tail rotor conditions, implying that the effect of the tail rotor on the noise directivity is negligible when main-rotor BVI occurs. The difference in sound pressure level is shown in Table 6 . Figure 18 shows the BVI sound pressure of the main rotor at the position of the maximum peak noise level in Fig. 17 . The sound pressure waveform clearly shows distinct spikes in BVI noise. As expected, the effect of the tail rotor on the main rotor is negligible, making the three lines almost identical. The effect of the interaction on the tail rotor can be explained using the sound pressure of the tail rotor in Fig. 19 . The six negative peaks in both TR0 and TR5 come from the tail-rotor thickness noise, and the self-interaction noise appears as six positive peaks in TR5.
Compared to TR0, TR5 generates larger self-interaction noise comparable to thickness noise. For both cases, the noise from the interaction with the main-rotor wake is well captured as marked peaks at the 2nd and 5th revolution of the tail rotor. For noise magnitude, the noise from the interaction with the main-rotor tip vortex is relatively small compared to other tail-rotor noises. This can be explained from the intersection angle between the main-rotor tip vortex and tail rotor. As shown in our previous research, 10) when a blade interacts with a vortex in a vertical plane perpendicular to the blade axis, only the thickness noise is remarkable in every condition, because the vortex does not induce any vertical velocity on the blade surface in this perpendicular interaction while the sudden change of vertical velocity induced by the vortex causes the BVI noise. Due to the present configuration of helicopter components and operating/flight conditions, perpendicular interaction leads to relatively small interaction noise. Compared to main-rotor noise, which comes from mainrotor BVI, tail-rotor noise for both TR0 and TR5 seems small but should not be ignored. As a matter of course, when main-rotor BVI occurs, the peak noise level from the main rotor is very high compared to other noises including tail-rotor noise. However, as mentioned in the introduction, when these strong noises become fainter due to flight conditions, the tail-rotor noise can be comparatively strong. Consequently, although tail-rotor noise in the present study is an order of magnitude less than the most severe main-rotor BVI noise, it is worth capturing the distinct peak from the tail rotor for both self-interaction and interaction with the main-rotor tip vortex using the present CFD method.
Conclusion
A simulation method for full helicopter configuration is constructed by combining an unsteady Euler code with an acoustic code based on the Ffowcs-Williams and Hawkings formulation. Flowfield and helicopter noise in hover and forward flight are calculated to understand the mutual interaction between the main rotor and tail rotor. The following conclusions were obtained.
(1) The calculated waveform of main-rotor BVI noise clearly shows distinct peaks suggesting that the present method can capture BVI phenomena for both the main rotor and tail rotor. (2) In the hovering flight calculation, the tail rotor disturbs the surface pressure of the main rotor because the tail-rotor tip vortex is dragged by the induced mainrotor tip vortex flow. The detailed flow patterns are well described. (3) In forward-flight calculation, the tail-rotor interaction is well captured including tail-rotor self-interaction and interaction with the main-rotor tip vortex. The self-interaction noise is comparable to thickness noise. The interaction noise with the main-rotor tip vortex is relatively small due to the present flight conditions.
